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Introduction

The numerical methods used to model complex geometries required by many scientific applications (e.g. climate prediction, simulation of cardiac electrophysiology) often favour the use of unstructured meshes and finite element discretisation
methods over structured grid alternatives. This flexibility introduces complications, such as the management of mesh quality and additional computational overheads arising from indirect addressing. Mesh adaptivity methods ([3, 1]) provide
an important means to control solution error by focusing mesh resolution in regions of the computational domain where it is required. PRAgMaTIc is an open-source mesh adaptivity framework, built with large-scale multiprocessing in
mind. In order to ensure thread-safe execution, we devised a novel approach which combines an older proposal by Freitag et al. [2] with low-level intervention in mesh data structures. PRAgMaTIc supports both NUMA (via OpenMP) and
distributed-memory (via MPI) systems. Main focus of our work is currently on 2D mesh adaptivity; however, work on 3D adaptivity and SIMT-style massive parallelism (CUDA/OpenCL) is also in progress. PRAgMaTIc can be downloaded
from Launchpad: https://launchpad.net/pragmatic.

Adaptive algorithms
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Figure 1: Edge collapse: vertex VB collapses onto VA,
removing the dashed edge and the corresponding elements
from the mesh.

Figure 2: Edge refinement: edges can be split, leading to
bisection (left figure) or regular refinement (right figure)
of elements, which increases local mesh resolution.

Figure 3: Edge swapping: edges shared between two el-
ements can be flipped if doing so produces elements of
higher quality than the original ones.

Figure 4: Optimisation-based vertex smoothing: a vertex
ui is relocated to a new position so that the quality of the
worst element among [ei,0..ei,5] is maximised.

Results

Figure 5: Initial, auto-generated mesh. Figure 6: Mesh adapted to some error metric. Figure 7: Quality of adapted mesh.

Conclusions

PRAgMaTIc produces high-quality adapted meshes from typical, auto-generated
input meshes. Average element quality is > 0.9, whereas worst element quality is
> 0.6 (ideal quality is 1.0). Performance and scalability are being tuned at the
moment.
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